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Avery Dennison Tools
Tools for the trade, making your job easier.

Use the right tools

Avery Dennison offers a complete selection of tools and 
accessories designed specifically to make your job easier 
when it comes to the application and removal of pressure 
sensitive graphics. At Avery Dennison, we know that the 
application process is essential to ensure a high quality 
finish and our range of tools have been designed to help 
you achieve optimum results.

Tools like the Squeegee Pro and Surface Cleaner are 
well known within the market, and have contributed to 
the ease and accuracy of vinyl graphics application - but 
these are just two items in a range of practical tools for 
the signmaker and/or applicator. 

Inspired by your requirements we have developed an 
exceptional range of truly functional tools, and they’re 
all available where you buy your Avery Dennison films.

Sophisticated tools for sophisticated applications

Developed by professional applicators for professional 
applicators and tested by Avery Dennison experts, the 
‘Tool Kit’ assists with vinyl graphic applications whether 
they’re computer cut, digitally printed or screen printed. 
You can buy all the tools or just one, it’s up to you.

Inspired Brands. 
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FleXtreme
The FleXtreme is a micro-squeegee that is specifically 
designed for vinyl graphics applications. The blue (harder) 
FleXtreme is designed to apply film at narrow curves and 
edges, to ensure seamless application. 
The red (flexible) FleXtreme is an ideal 
tool to support film application in narrow, 
concave parts of a car.

25 pieces per box
XE6536

Squeegee Pro
A medium flex squeegee, and a highly effective tool for flat or 
slightly curved surfaces. A great choice for vehicle wraps and 
day-to-day applications like wall panels.  Newly upgraded 
and improved buffer that reduces friction and improves slide-
ability on all types of PVC films.

12 pieces per box
MZA1040

Squeegee Pro Rigid
The most rigid squeegee in Avery Dennison’s collection, 
specially designed for flat application of thick and rigid high-
performance products. An advantage of this squeegee is 
that it has a non-felt side, which easily slides over the surface 
of the film.

12 pieces per box
AP8270001

Squeegee Pro XL
A bigger version of the Squeegee Pro. Larger and more rigid, 
it is great for faster and higher quality application onto large 
and flat surfaces such as truck sides, buildings and buses.

6 pieces per box
XD9259

Squeegee Pro Flexible
A softer and more flexible version of the Squeegee Pro; 
an excellent choice for curved applications such as wheel 
arches and car bonnets / bumpers. Together with the 
Squeegee Pro, it suits virtually all surfaces, saving time and 
delivering better results.  Newly upgraded and improved 
buffer that reduces friction and 
improves slideability on all types 
of PVC films.

12 pieces per box
XE1032

Surface Cleaner
A high-performance preparation spray that can be applied 
directly to the substrate for thorough cleaning prior to 
graphic application. Enables the 
removal of all kinds of residue in one 
single action, including dirt, wax, tectyl, 
light silicone, cock-pit sprays, and more. 

6 bottles per box (1Lt)
MZA1206

Laser Temp
Essential for application of flexible cast 
film into curves and recesses, offering 
contact-free measurement of surface 
temperatures.  Acts as a thermometer 
for the inspection of graphic applications 
to ensure that vinyl is post heated to the 
correct temperature for application.

1 piece
MXD5976

Adhesive Remover 500ml
A high performance cleaner designed to 
ensure that substrates are adhesive-free 
when graphics are removed. Can be applied 
directly to the substrate for thorough cleaning 
after graphic removal.  Supplied in a pistol-grip 
spray bottle for easy and accurate targeting of 
adhesive residue.

6 bottles per box
MXD8392

Application Glove
A soft, seamless, friction free cotton glove that helps smooth 
graphics over the application surface and into curves and 
recesses.  Packed individually.

100 pieces per box
MZA1164

Cutter
Professional quality application knife with a strong, durable 
metal casing that holds a 30° angled blade securely, for 
accurate cutting. It offers robust durability and better control, 
with a casing that does not flex. The snap-off blade tips are 
ultra sharp, and can be safely stored in the tool’s special 
Spare Blade Box.

36 pieces per box
XD9275

Snitty
A mini-slitting tool, used for fast and safe cutting/trimming of 
self adhesive material. Supplied complete with blade refill.

10 pieces per box
MXD6008

Spare Blades Box
The Spare Blades Box combines the functions of a dispenser 
and a disposable container, providing a safe place to snap 
off your blades. Supplied complete with 15 spare blades (30° 
blade angle).

45 pieces per box
XE1040

Toolbelt
A specially-designed waist belt that fits all Avery Dennison 
tools.  Keeps tools together in one place and allows for fast 
and easy access during 
application to keep tools 
with you at all times. A metal 
plate is inbuilt to hold magnets. 
One size fits all.

20 pieces per box
XE4846

Application Set
Contains several useful tools, and is a great choice for 
promotional purposes, customer relationship gifts or sales 
incentives. 

Contents: Toolbelt, 
Magnets, Snitty, 
Application Knife, 
Squeegee Pro and 
Application Glove.

1 piece
XD9267

Air Release Pen
A sharp, retractable pin in a handy pen design.  Designed to 
release trapped air and eliminate bubbles during application.

1 piece

MMC05R1

Magnets
These heavy duty magnets are a highly practical aid for hold-
ing and positioning graphics. Featuring easy hold handles 
for repositioning, the magnets are used as an alternative to 
application or masking tape.

100 pieces per box
MXD5984
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Rivet Brush
Wooden handled tool, featuring short stiff bristles, is 
designed to make application and installation of flexible cut 
and printed vinyl over rivets and large textured areas such 
as brick, cement, stucco, banners, metal and other surfaces 
fast and easy.

1 piece
MZ1011 (3”)


